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SUBJECT: Implementation of the Pearson Contract  

Last December the system renewed its contract with Pearson.  This was driven by the 

expiration of the agreement supporting MyMathLabPlus, which is the product used for a number 

of years with remedial and entry level math at most of the system’s campuses.  The new contract 

extends this to other disciplines with an opt-in option for those faculty selecting any e-text/my 

mastery lab plus product.  This was discussed during the AAC retreat as well as with the Board 

in the December as part of their agenda. 

For the past few months, Pearson has been working with RIS to integrate Colleague with 

MyLabsPlus, their platform for the mastery labs materials using the system’s D2L platform, to 

provide an automated solution for the course sections opting into this program.  Historically, 

students have had to go to the bookstores, buy an access code and use this code to manually 

register in the appropriate section.  Only when that was completed would they have access to 

materials.  While this may have worked well for the majority of students, every semester there 

were sets of students and faculty who experienced issues and many of these were never easily 

addressed since it was never clear if the issue was with a person, a code or a process.  Under the 

new agreement, sections opting in will be populated directly from Colleague and all enrolled 

students and instructors will have access to materials the first day of class via a link within their 

D2L course.  To support this, a direct bill model is being implemented.  In sum, students will not 

need an access code to enter their course and they will only login once within their D2L course 

to have access. 

As implementation plays out, there are a couple of premises that need to be stated.  First, 

it is my impression that the organizations and the cultures of the campuses do differ so there is 

no intent to develop a single, tightly structured, system-wide implementation plan.  Clearly, 

commonality will be important as common business processes and practices are aligned and it 

will also be important as we develop communication strategies that lay this out for 

students.  However, the intra-disciplinary as well as the intra-campus processes faculty use 

individually and collectively to select course materials are unique and no good outcome will be 

achieved if it appears they are being “encouraged” to use products covered by this contract.  To 

restate a comment made in the first paragraph, this is an opt-in option that will be available for 

students in sections where the faculty has selected a Pearson e-text/MyLab/Mastering Plus 

product and these students will have a preferred price.  This is the strategy used with the math 
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implementation which was driven by a core group of faculty and this strategy will be used rolling 

forward. 

The intent is to start with a pilot this summer which will be primarily based on the 

remedial math offerings.  This pilot will be used to make sure the integration works and that the 

billing strategy works. As a note, the fee associated with this MyLabsPlus/e-text package is 

$95.  Pearson has committed to assuring that this fee will be at or below any available retail 

options (bookstore, online, etc.). 

As we roll forward with implementation, we will now begin to schedule meetings 

between key constituents and Pearson staff to make sure processes are established that allow the 

system to manage the operations required under this agreement.  At the same time, we’ll use 

similar strategies to lay out campus-specific communication plans that can be used to make sure 

faculty on every campus is aware of this option.  Since Pearson has managed implementations of 

this type in a range of settings, they have people and materials that will be helpful.  Further, they 

have committed to providing the training needed as this moves forward.  

Looking forward, I also believe this project sets the foundation for a topic we discussed 

in December.  Just as the system did with remedial math, we can now begin bringing together 

groups of interested faculty to develop materials that can support teaching/learning in other large 

enrollment, entry level courses.  To be clear, I do not see this as a plan to create an electronic 

“course pack” that will simply replace the required text for these courses.  Rather, these groups 

should be challenged to begin with the common learning outcomes/competencies for these 

courses and then author a broad array of materials that will align with and support the 

instructional processes used by the separate faculty teaching the course.  While no one student 

will use all materials, each student will use the set that helps him/her develop mastery.  Pearson 

(and others) has expertise in this and we will need to develop plans to move this agenda forward.   

Finally, as this unfolds there will continue to be transitions in traditions.  To date, most of 

these are playing out within math.  For example, the math faculty recommended the creation of 

MATH 095 and while the course is in play, we continue to work on policies and guidelines 

needed to best support this student-centered strategy.  We have discussed many of these the past 

few years, most recently at the February 2013 AAC meeting (please see the following link: 

http://www.sdbor.edu/services/academics/AAC/documents/5.CQuestionsArisingDuringtheIntegr

ationofColleaguewithPearsonseCollegeAAC0213.pdf).  In addition, there are other changes 

occurring as we move forward and these tie to the change from students buying/owning a 

textbook to students subscribing to a source of information.  In sum, we’re moving from a 

bookstore perspective to a library/electronic resource perspective.  While we need to provide 

options, we also need to manage for a majority rather than for the exceptions.    

Members of the Council should be prepared to discuss this and to develop specific action 

steps that we need to accomplish as we implement the new contract.  In addition, we need to 

consider the development of a plan to move this broader agenda forward. 
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